
HOW TO WRITE A SEGMENTATION STRATEGY

In fact, a study done by Harvard Business claimed that in the US, 85% of 30, new product launches failed because of
poor market segmentation. Marketing campaigns are then designed and implemented to target these specific customer
segments. Correctly using market segmentation.

Bad Market Segmentation Research So at this point, you are probably asking yourself; what am I doing
wrong? We can also further define some of these sub-markets if they are still too broad as is shown for
specialty stores below. It is not possible for a marketer to address the mass with same marketing strategy.
Whatever information you choose to include in your personas, they should help you vividly visualize those
people. Information Is Key The more information you get about your market, the better a segmentation plan is
going to be. Related Posts:. Higher-income earners may have more interest in higher-quality models versus
low-cost models. On the one hand, market segmentation identifies pieces of your audience based on broad
commonalities like geography, profession, or marital status, while personas are highly specific representations
of particular individuals within segments. Also note the size of the market and what percentage of it you can
reasonably get. A company that sells nutritious food might market the product to the older people while
fast-food chains target the working demographic or teens. Be as specific as possible about your targeted
segments, with a detailed action plan and measurable goals. For example; light, medium or heavy users.
Compare them by evaluating your ability to create or modify your product or service to meet each market
segment. These biographies are highly detailed, imaginary representations of particular people from your
target audience, which you should use to guide equally specific marketing and product choices. The process
just takes time and research. Manage your segments globally. It would be too top-level and too awkward to
define the market as all retailing consumers, as it is unlikely to lead to any meaningful segmentation. Income
levels are another common method of segmenting a market into a smaller group. Sometimes regional
organization can set you up to be blind-sided later by a more dynamic global economy. These particular
segmentation variables have been chosen as they are likely to influence the purchasing behavior of books and,
therefore, should lead to the identification of interesting segments. There are no shortcuts available in the
world of marketing through segmentation. Banks, for instance, often have different products for small versus
large businesses. Include a recommendation section that reiterates information from your executive summary,
including steps for following your recommendations. Good vs. Step 5 Create a report that includes the
following sections: product description, benefits, target customers, competition, separate brand, pricing,
promotional and distribution strategies, and budget projections.


